The People Vs. Agent Orange premieres on Independent Lens Monday, June 28. Watch on PBS and the PBS Video app starting at 10/9c.

The dioxins present in Agent Orange, the herbicide used in the Vietnam War, continue to leave a legacy of death, deformity, and disability for generations. This gripping documentary includes investigative documents and rare interviews with whistleblowers, researchers, and the victims who have been exposed to the poison in both Vietnam and the United States.
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The Agent Orange catastrophe did not end with the Vietnam War. Today, chemicals found in the toxic wartime herbicides still cause deformed births and deadly cancers. Watch @IndependentLens’ #AgentOrangePBS starting Monday, June 28 on @PBS and the PBS Video app. https://to.pbs.org/3t5OUef

Two women, one American and one Vietnamese, fight to hold the chemical industry accountable for a devastating legacy. Watch @IndependentLens’ #AgentOrangePBS starting Monday, June 28 on @PBS and the PBS Video app. https://to.pbs.org/3t5OUef
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